
Saluting Our Grandmas: Women of World War
II

World War II marked a significant turning point in the history of women's
participation in the armed forces. While men primarily fought on the frontlines,
countless women played vital roles in the war effort, both at home and overseas.
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These remarkable women, often referred to as the "Rosie the Riveters" or "Our
Grandmas of World War II," deserve our recognition and gratitude.

The Unsung Heroes

During the war, women stepped into traditionally male-dominated roles in
factories, shipyards, and essential industries. They worked tirelessly, producing
arms, ammunitions, and supplies to support the troops. They proved that they
were not only capable but also essential to the war effort.
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While Rosie the Riveter has become an iconic symbol of women's contribution
during this era, it is important to acknowledge that these women were not just
limited to manual labor. Women served as nurses, radio operators, code
breakers, spies, and pilots. They were involved in intelligence gathering,
translating intercepted messages, and even flying aircraft across enemy lines.

Personal Tales of Courage and Sacrifice

Behind the stories of heroism that have been immortalized in history books, there
were countless personal tales of courage and sacrifice. Our grandmas left the
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comfort of their homes, bid farewell to their loved ones, and embarked on
journeys that would change their lives forever.

They worked long hours, often in challenging conditions, without complaint. Many
endured tiresome commutes, night shifts, and even dangerous situations. Yet,
they persevered, motivated by their deep sense of duty and commitment to their
country.

While some women joined the military, others dedicated themselves to supporting
war efforts on the home front. They took up jobs previously occupied by men,
learning new skills and overcoming stereotypes and prejudice. Our grandmas
saw the war as an opportunity to prove their worth and show the world what they
were truly capable of.

Overcoming Challenges and Inspiring Future Generations

The women of World War II faced immense challenges and adversity. They had
to overcome societal norms, and in some cases, even objections from their
families, to pursue their roles in the war effort. Their determination and resilience
continue to inspire future generations as they broke barriers and shattered
stereotypes.

These grandmas of ours placed their love for their country above personal
desires, taking on new responsibilities with unwavering dedication. They showed
the world that women were capable of so much more than what society had tried
to confine them to, providing a lasting legacy of empowerment.

Remembering Our Grandmas

Today, it is our responsibility to ensure that the brave and selfless contributions of
these women are not forgotten. We must remember our grandmas and the



sacrifices they made to secure a brighter future for all of us.

Let us honor these remarkable women of World War II by listening to their stories,
preserving their memories, and passing down their legacies to future generations.
Their bravery, resilience, and unwavering determination serve as a reminder to us
all that anyone, regardless of gender, can make a significant impact.

So, let us raise our voices and salute our grandmas: the women of World War II,
unsung heroes of our history who played an invaluable role in shaping the world
we live in today.
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Contributors to this unique memorial include the family of military women and
those who preserve their history. They are Dr. Francoise Bonnell (director of the
US Army Women’s Museum), Curt Dalton (visual resource manager at Dayton
History), Terry Lee Harmon (daughter of Women Airforce Service Pilot Elaine
Danforth Harmon), Earl Morse (founder of the Honor Flight Network, Inc.), Dr.
Janet Butler Munch (professor and special collections librarian at Lehman
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College of the City of New York), and Dean and Anne Whiteford (son-in-law and
daughter of US Army nurse Martha Miller).

A portion of the proceeds from this book will be donated to Honor Flight Dayton,
an Ohio chapter of the Honor Flight Network, Inc. The cover art is by aviation
artist Craig Kodera and features (clockwise) Elaine Danforth Harmon, Martha
Miller, Dorothy Mae Wise, and Pauline Norfleet Hill.
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field of computing...
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